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Abstract: Twitter is online news and social networking service where users can post and read messages that are 
not more than 140 characters called “tweets”. Twitter is used to fi nd the latest news and world events faster. Every 
day around 400 million tweets are sent worldwide and twitter has become one of the rich sources of information’s. 
Currently there are some existing works are done in the area of  social data mining or twitter mining for the detection 
of events but they follows keywords attributed to an event, and these methods are searching for specifi c event, for 
example haze detection, or traffi c notifi cation etc, so the benefi ts are limited. Here a more advanced semantic based 
NLP is proposed for fi nding categorized multiple events detection. Since the regular algorithms cannot be used for 
automatic categorization of multiple events simultaneously, our only option is to device an algorithm based on user 
specifi ed categories that accepts a list of categories and events prior the categorization. for this algorithms meant for 
clustering or more text oriented algorithms such as TF-IDF can be used in conjunction to our prioritization  approach 
to implement our goal and also proposes a method for checking the genuine tweets to avoid unwanted tweets and 
thereby improving the accuracy and effi ciency. Live twitter data is used for the real time event detection. 
Keyword: Big data; Hadoop; Spark; TF-IDF; Categorization.

1. INTRODUCTION
Twitter is an online news and social networking service where users post and read short 140-character 
messages called “tweets”. Registered users can post and read tweets, but those who are unregistered can only 
read them. Every day, around 400 million tweets are sent worldwide, which has become a rich source for 
detecting, monitoring and analysing news stories and special (disaster) events. In 2016, Twitter had more than 
310 million monthly active users. In the big data era, scientifi c and social data could complement each other 
for enhanced data analysis and scientifi c discovery. For example, when thick smog and mist shroud some areas, 
we could see an increasing social engagement from the Web and online social media, either commenting or 
communicating the environmental situation. The event detected from the social data could alert and trigger 
analysis processes on scientifi c observation data, or confi rm results from scientifi c analysis. The whole process 
could be accomplished using information technologies and infrastructure services. Existing research within this 
fi eld follows keywords attributed to an event, monitoring temporal changes in word usage and are detecting 
only a specifi c events. The objective of our approach is to introduce a new approach for detecting categorized 
multiple events using a customized algorithm with advanced semantic search and here only considered the 
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genuine tweets. Existing algorithmic approaches for detecting a specifi c event based on following key words 
attributed to an event is  less effi cient and it works only for single event detection so many of the special events 
are get avoided. Here multiple categories of events are detected. Since the regular existing algorithms cannot be 
used for automatic categorization of multiple events simultaneously, our only option is to device an algorithm 
based on user specifi ed categories that accepts a list of categories and events aprior the categorization, for this 
algorithms meant for clustering or more text oriented algorithms such as TF-IDF can be used in conjunction to 
our prioritization  approach to implement our goal and also proposes a method for checking the genuine tweets 
to avoid unwanted tweets and thereby improving the accuracy and effi ciency. Live twitter data is used for the 
real time event detection. 

 A social network is a social structure. Social networking data are utilized in a variety of ways, such as 
in business marketing and location-based services etc. The social networking on mobile platforms such as 
mobile phones, with up to 6 billion mobile-cellular subscriptions, greatly facilitate the communication of real 
time and customized information, and ignites strong interests in academic research on the mobile geoweb[1]. 
The network of social media users has been considered to be a low-cost “Geo-sensor” network [2]. In the past 
several years, the number of social networking websites has increased signifi cantly. Its goal is develop a new 
approach for detecting multiple events using social data in low cost. 

2. RELATED WORK
Some works are done in the fi eld of image processing’s to detect natural events by using satellite images. Main 
drawback of this approach is the high cost for the performance. Natural events like haze etc can be detected using 
this method. The aerosol optical thickness in the visible spectrum is a surrogate for fi ne aerosol concentrations, 
especially under pollution conditions with low mixing height, and can be measured with high ground sampling 
density with the help of satellite sensors for the detection of haze. The SIPHA code was developed for such 
application on high resolution satellite images and allows quantifi cation of the aerosol optical thickness over 
land, snow and sea. The code compares multi-temporal satellite data sets and evaluates radiometric alterations 
due to the optical atmospheric effects of aerosols. But the main drawbacks are that they are costly and require 
high video quality. 

To detect events from social data , there are some works are done using the concept of space time scan 
statistics(STSS)[3] for detecting spatial and temporal clusters, because clusters occurs only if a there is a 
relevant cluster occurred. Space-time scan statistics (STSS) is used as an alternative method for event detection. 
This technique looks for clusters within the dataset across both space and time, regardless of tweet content. It 
is expected that clusters of tweets will emerge during spatio-temporally relevant events, as people will tweet 
more than expected in order to describe the event and to spread information. The special event used as a 
case study is the 2013 London helicopter crash. A spatio-temporally signifi cant cluster is found relating to the 
London helicopter crash. Although the cluster only remains signifi cant for a relatively short time, it is rich in 
information, such as important key words and photographs. The method also detects other special events such 
as football matches, as well as train and fl ight delays from Twitter data. These fi ndings demonstrate that STSS 
is an effective approach to analyzing Twitter data for event detection.

Framework based approach already exist, SDI approach[4] that use the users as sensor perspective, the 
tweet content, as special kind of sensor data, could be mined and fused in the Sensor Web environment, allowing 
social data to be used inside a spatial data infrastructure (SDI). In SDI, Sensor Web technologies can provide 
real-time or near real-time spatial data to support timely decision-making. The standards-based interoperable 
architecture adopted in big data analytics provides a distributed and coordinated data analysis environment, 
where various big data analysis functions are exposed as services and accessed through standard protocols [5]. 
The main drawback is that it is specifi c to event detection and based on a keyword based event as attribute, that 
requires more prior knowledge about that specifi c event.
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3. PROPOSED WORK
Twitter mining[6] for categorical multiple event detection is a new approach for detecting multiple events from 
social data. The existing works are focusing to detect only a specifi c single event and the search is based on the 
keyword attributed to the event and that requires more detailed prior knowledge about the event. Area of social 
data mining is really promising because of the increasing use and ease of availability of the internet and social 
Medias among the common peoples. Geo-web can be consider as a low cost network, so event detection from 
social data or twitter data can be done easily and with low cost.

The objective of our approach is to introduce a new approach for detecting categorized multiple events 
using an algorithmic approach with advanced semantic search and propose a method for checking the genuinity 
of tweets because about six percentages of the total tweets are spam tweets. Existing algorithmic approaches 
for detecting a specifi c event based on following key words attributed to an event is less effi cient and focusing 
only to a single event.

3.1. Architecture

Event Detection

Word AnalyzerQuery Processing

Twitter API

Data Warehouse

Figure 1: Architecture

This is the architecture of the proposed system. Here live twitter stream data’s are used for the twitter mining 
purpose. Real time data ensure the detection of real time events. Real time public generated data’s are available 
from the open twitter API’s if having a valid twitter account. Using a valid twitter account it is possible to access 
the real time twitter data based on the access permission of that account. Apache spark is used as the framework. 
Spark is a fast in-memory cluster computing framework for large scale data processing. After confi guring 
the twitter and spark application, live twitter data is streamed and it used for the further processing’s. Data’s 
are stored in data frames in json (Java Script Object Notation) formats. Json format provide data’s to be in a 
organized format which in human readable and easily accessible form. In data analysis it goes for the word 
analyzer phase and checks for the occurrence of the event.

3.2. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Modules of the proposed systems are following:

1. Data Collection : To improve the effi ciency, real time twitter data is collected for the processing and 
detection of social events. Using Flume, we can fetch data from various services and transport it to 
centralized stores (HDFS and HBase). This chapter explains how to fetch data from Twitter service 
and store it in HDFS using Apache spark streaming. Framework used is apache spark. Apache Spark 
is an open source cluster computing framework for processing big data. Data collection is the fi rst 
part of the project. This is divided into two parts, the twitter module and the Storage module.
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 Twitter: This module is responsible for creating a twitter application so that it provides the credentials 
for our analysers to access the real time data and store it as and when required. For creating twitter 
application fi rst we need a twitter account. The method of authentication we use is Oauth. Here twitter 
and spark applications are confi gured and linked. Twitter data's are streamed using the category 
names as query keywords and the data's get categorized.

 Data Storage: This module uses Apache Fume, along with HDFS and PIG to collect data and store 
it in NoSQL / HDFS format. The data is stored so that it can be accessed for further processing. Here 
data’s are stored in json format by converting the bulk row data to human readable and organized 
json format.

 Data collection module has the following steps:

a)  Create a twitter Application 

b)  Install / Start HDFS 

c)  Confi gure Flume 

Apache Fume

Twitter

Twitter
API

Memory Channel HDFS

HIVE
or

PIG

Fig. 2 Data collection

2. Data Preprocessing: Data pre-processing is a data mining technique to convert data’s into understandable 
and suitable format for data processing purposes. Data pre-processing technique used are:

 Filtering: Filtering task performs a genuinity check on the tweet; it fi lters the genuine tweets from 
the input. 

  Users can post any tweet as they wish and there is no method to check the genuinity of a tweet. 
Sometime tweets may be fake; in order to consider the genuinity here we assume that user’s tweets 
whose accounts which are genuine are taken as genuine. Here a user account is considered as genuine 
based on the number of followers, if the number of followers is greater than a particular threshold the 
account is taken as genuine and all its tweets are genuine.

 Tokenization: Tokenization is the process of breaking the text into word or individual terms. Here 
RegexTokenizer allows more advanced tokenization based on the regular expressions.
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 Stop word Removal: The module is deal with the removal of the unnecessary word or stop words. 
Stop words are the most commonly used words in a language. A feature transformer called stop word 
remover that fi lter out the stop words from the input.

3. Data Analysis and Event Detection : The Analysis module is responsible for the overall analysis of 
the twitter data. It is subdivided as follows:

 Query Processing: This module is responsible for retrieving the data from the Data Store and 
prepares it for processing. Data is collected by giving a query keyword and is stored in the specifi ed 
document. It then tokenized based on the regular expression. Genuine tweets are fi ltered from the 
overall tweets and made this as input for the further processing’s.

 Analysis: This module dose the necessary analysis to identify the particular event and store it 
temporarily. This module performs event categorization using a customized algorithm. Algorithms 
meant for clustering or more text oriented algorithms such as TF-IDF[8] can be used in conjunction 
to our prioritization approach to implement our goal and also proposes a method for checking the 
genuine tweets to avoid unwanted tweets and thereby improving the accuracy and effi ciency. Live 
twitter data is used for the real time event detection

3. Algorithm

  DsDt : Disaster DataSet

  DiDt : Disease DataSet

  Tid : Tweet Id

Step 1: Collect_Dataset()
Step 2: Read(DsDt,DiDt)
Step 4: Parallelize(DataSet)
Step 5: Stop_Words_Remover(DataSet)
Step 7: Process(DataSet)
Step 8: Display_Result()
Collect_Dataset
Step 1: Open a Stream to Twitter
Step 2: Authenticate the Stream
Step 3: Filter the Stream based on Keyword
Step 4: Store the Stream as JSON File.
Read(Dataset)
Step 1: Open the JSON File
Step 2: Read the Data
Step 3: Convert the Data to String.
Stop_Words_Remover(DataSet)
Step 1: Read Data
Step 2: Declare Stop Words.
Step 3: Check For Stop Words.
Step 4: Remove Stop Words.
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Process(DataSet)
Dct : Array of Tweets Weighs, Term Frequencies.
Doc : Array of Dct and IDF Weights.
BoW :  Bag Of Words
Function Term_Weight(BoW) Tdict = null;
For each item  in BoW: dict[item] = get_weight(Tdict[item]) + 1.0
 Doc[item] = get_weight(Doc[item] + 1.0
 len = length(BoW)
For each item in dict: Tdi ct[item] = Tdict[item] / len
 Dct = add(Tdict[item])
end
Function Prediction(BoW) Qdict = null
For each item in BoW: Qdict[item] = get_weight(Qdict[item]) + 1.0
 len = lenght(BoW)
For each item in dict: Qdict[item] = Qdict[item] / len
 sim = 0
For each doc in Dct: point = 0.0
 Tdict = Dct[1]
for each item in Qdict:
if item in Tdict: point = point + ( Qdict[item] / Dct[item]) 
   + (Ddict[item] / Dct[item] )
 sim =  add(Dct[0] , point)
end

4. RESULT
 Real time twitter data’s are streamed after the authentication, for this it need a valid twitter account and need to 
create a twitter application using this account. After the data’s are streamed the fi rst step is the fi ltering of tweets. 
Only genuine tweets are to be considered since tweets are messages and twitter is a social network users can 
post anything they wanted so some may be fake posts. But it’s not possible for make any rules for tweet posting 
and no method to check the genuinity of the tweet here checks the genuinity of the account users who posted 
the tweet by assuming that a user who is genuine will always post genuine tweets. This genuinity is checked 
based on the number of followers of the account owner. If the number of followers is greater than a particular 
threshold he can be considered as genuine one and his tweets are genuine. The fi ltered tweets are passed for the 
further processing of the event detection. Next step is categorization of this tweets into multiple groups such as 
diseases, disasters etc. this multiple automatic categorization is not possible with regular algorithms. For this 
here devised a customized algorithm for multiple event categorizations. For this algorithms meant for clustering 
or more text oriented algorithms such as TF-IDF can be used in conjunction to our prioritization approach to 
implement our goal. After the multiple event categorization this categories are prioritized based on the count of 
occurrence and social signifi cance. Then the event categories are notifi ed based on the priority.
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Figure 3: Multiple event categorized and prioritized result

5. CONCLUSION
Twitter mining for categorized multiple event detection introduce a new approach for detecting categorized 
multiple events using a customized algorithm with advanced semantic search using algorithms meant for 
clustering or more text oriented algorithms such as TF-IDF can be used in conjunction to our prioritization 
approach to implement our goal and also proposes a method for checking the genuine tweets to avoid unwanted 
tweets and thereby improving the accuracy and effi ciency because about six percentage of tweets are fake 
tweets. Existing regular algorithmic approaches for detecting a specifi c event based on following key words 
attributed to an event is less effi cient. Many of the special events are getting avoided. Here multiple events are 
categorized and prioritized based on this priority events are notifi ed.
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